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Once again not a great deal to report on the modelling front, those dratted holidays take up too much time 
(RHS gardens and tearooms!) Although, returning from yet another splendid tea (sorry I meant uplifting 
visit to Forde Abbey) I chose to drive back to our base, West Bexington NT cottage, via Axminster on the 
A358. Fortunately, we were proceeding at the pace of the heavily loaded tractor, which by now had 
acquired an impressive tail back, when we came upon “Buffers” model shop, so it was a “no-brainer” to 
pull in and let the cavalcade clear out of the way. I hadn’t been there before so I thought it was worth a 
look. “Buffers” is focused mainly on British outline OO and N-gauge, however it has an extensive stock of 
everything that the scratch-builder could require, tools I didn’t even know existed. You guessed; I came 
out several pounds lighter (not lbs.) In the event that you are concerned that I might forsake US outline – 
not a chance. But I did include a nice little OO/HO card model by Metcalfe, it represents a wooden cricket 
pavilion; remove the timepiece on the front gable, mock up a set of steer horns and “howdy” you have a 
nice stand-in for a small ranch house. Once the weather sets in, too many other things requiring attention at 
present, I will get on with it and include some photos in a future edition.

Now before I forget – “Buffers” can be found at Colston Cross (A358), Axminster, EX13 7NF. They do 
have a basic website but are happy to take orders over the “dog & bone” (01297 35557). 

https://bearwoodamrg.wordpress.com/
https://www.nmrabr.org.uk/
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Chairman’s Musings

November 2021 (it’s that time of the month again) Our November meet will be the third since the 
resumption after Covid. On 28th October a small group of us worked on the new layout in the Youth club 
at Bearwood. I can of course only book the room when it is available, so I understand it may not always be 
possible for members to attend, but if you would like to take part in future (week day) sessions, please let 
me know (rogerluffman@gmail.com)

Our last meet hosted a trader, Keith Orchard from Anglo-American, who said he was satisfied with his 
takings, and has provisionally booked to come next March (2022) He has a very full range and contacting 
him prior to the day will save you postage, which can be substantial.

Also at the October meet, our colleague David Wall brought along a small WW1 aircraft which he is 
making for a greyhound rescue charity (see photo) They are made from old spark plugs, sheet metal, wire 
and solder, so if you have any old spark plugs lying around, please let me know.

On 22nd October I became involved in a three-day marathon of exhibitions, i.e., the NMRA convention at 
Derby, Gauge 0 exhibition at Winchester, and the GOG show at Wimborne. Normally they are on 
adjoining weekends, but this year due to Covid or a quirk in the calendar they all came at once? Could I 
manage to attend all three? I decided to have a damn good try! 

Shop hours: Tues-Fri 10-4, Sat 10-1.

Finally, for your enjoyment Roger and John have kindly provided a number of photographs from their recent 
attendances at exhibitions in Derby, Winchester and Wimborne – enjoy.

Bob

mailto:rogerluffman@gmail.com%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
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The proof of attendance is in the attached photographs. Friday 22nd October 05.30 (like being back at 
work!) had porridge, caught 06,57 bus to station for 07.30 Cross Country train to Derby changing at 
Birmingham, apart from a ten-minute delay en route to Birmingham causing a near lost connection, 
Platform 5 to 9 in 3 minutes! the trip was uneventful. I worked at Birmingham New St some 30 years ago, 
and luckily despite major building works the short cuts I know still work. I duly arrived at the Derby 
Convention Centre shortly before 12noon to find plenty going on in the form of assemblies, but I was 
really too early to see and do much, they I took photos of the NMRA stand and had an in depth look at the 
bring and buy stand, to no avail.

So, after my snack back to Bournemouth on the 14:32 For a variety of covid related reasons the service via 
Cross country is minimal most of the day so the return trip is routed via St. Pancras /Waterloo. Luckily my 
final job for BR was at Kings Cross so I am quite familiar with the layout of the stations and underground 
there. St. Pancras if you don't know it is a maze. Arrived home 19.00 420 miles approx.#

NMRA Convention Derby 22nd October 2021 (plus 
WWI fighter)
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Saturday a relaxing day, with a short (55-minute, 50 mile) trip in Winchester. Exhibition at King's school 
up the hill past the jail, keep head down if on wanted list! The exhibition was in full flow, together with its 
famous non-railway attraction the "All day breakfast" For me as a demi vegetarian this was 2 fried eggs on 
fried bread, with a hash brown and beans, value at £6.50. It’s all day, so if you feel hungry you can 
have breakfast and then return for lunch and/or an early tea if so minded. There was, as ever, many 
American exhibitors including a gentleman who you might know, see photos.

One thing that makes this worthwhile is I have a little material for a short 0N30 layout while I shall use 
also as a test track for H0 builds and repairs as needed. Round trip 110 miles approx.

Winchester Continental and American O Gauge Show October 
23rd 2021

 A familiar 
face?
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Sunday morning, 09.42 bus to Wimborne direct to the Allen Community Centre. Everything in its place, 
most, but not quite all of the regular exhibitors and traders, so though I managed some fencing suitable 
for H0 gauge I came away without my staple off cuts of brass sheets.
Round trip 10 miles approx.

Wimborne October 24th 2021
The sole American/Canadian? item. Must represent a WWII gift?
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On model exhibitions 520 miles in three days, little by US standards, but not bad.
The exhibitions are getting back into their stride, but attendance is down, I believe this is because people 
are still frightened of Covid 19, though unfortunately in my opinion wearing of face masks is very low, 
especially in London. On a busy Underground train between St. Pancras and Waterloo I was one of only 
two people wearing a mask in a carriage of 50 or more, I do hope there are no further spikes in this 
pandemic though I am afraid there will be more lockdowns unless HMG get a grip now.
Keep safe, see you all on 13th November.

 Roger 

Past President’s Award

A bit like the “New Year’s Honours” I have just learned that own Roger Luffman and Ivan 
Markes have been awarded “Certificates of Appreciation” by our immediate past Regional 
President, having been nominated by a member of the Bearwood club. I’m sure that you will 
join me in congratulating them both – well deserved!

I have been asked to include their thanks to Charles Hendy for this unexpected honour, which 
came as a total surprise to them.

Ed
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Plant City and The Tropicana Juice Train

Having watched the videos and followed the progress of Danny Harmon from Tampa and his Distant 
Signal over a number years, when last across the pond back in 2017 I decided to catch some of the action. 
So picked a day and headed off to Plant City which is named after the entrepreneur Henry B Plant who 
came south to develop businesses in SW Florida when he took over the Adams Express agencies in the 
South. His businesses included hotels and railroad.
Plant City was the crossroads of his Atlantic Coast Line and also the Seaboard Air Line which following 
mergers etc both became Seaboard Coast Line and then CSX. The main feature is the Diamond where the 
North / South - S Line meets the East / West - A Line. There is a live cam The area is known as the Bone 
Valley where Phosphate is open cast mined and sent by hoppers all over the country and the world in ships 
from Tampa, so Florida isn’t just bogs, water and gators.

The Robert W Willaford Museum

The original depot was renamed the Robert W Willaford Museum after many items and artefacts which 
included an ACL Whitcomb Switcher # 508 and Seaboard Railroad caboose # 5735 were relocated from 
his nearby farm. The museum includes exhibits and live railroad radio. 

There is a live-cam link Static Cam: https://youtu.be/6WZp6PaboSI 

PTZ Cam: https://youtu.be/wLC-Zg33RYc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WZp6PaboSI&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLC-Zg33RYc&t=0s
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Honda powered speeder
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A selection of vintage speeders
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The 2-level sheltered Viewing platform opened 2013 following a fundraising campaign 
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Donors are recognised on the ceremonial plate.
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The Plant City Diamond
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As with all the best plans, when I arrived Maintenance of Way crews and equipment were at work on the 
diamond and no trains running. However, after an hour or so the work was finished and trains began 
running again. 

Tropicana Juice Trains run north from Bradenton to New Jersey and Cincinnati Ohio. This single product 
K series train since was initiated on the Seaboard in 1970 and is the highest rated freight on CSX, only 
Amtrak is rated higher. It only stops for fuel and crew changes

Normally it is powered by two 4000 hp GEVO’s hauling 60+ reefers

It came headed up by 3050, still the two 2 GEVO’s but only 14 reefers – how times have changed!
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Some say its rust but others say its “Patina”!
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The guide in the museum was saying that they had heard that it will be on the head end of the first 
train out from the next Sunday (but that would be 1st April 2017). But it happened it became part of E 
Hunter Harrison and his Precision Scheduled Railroading and now it is no more.
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Now it’s a part of a Q train from its heyday single product unit train,

Tropicana Products are also shipped on the Florida East Coast north from their plant at Fort Pierce but 
always as part of a regular service train.

Mixed Freight
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The Amtrak Silver Star passes through on its way to Tampa then returns back through to Lakeland 
where it then continues on its journey to either to Miami or New York.
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Heading to Tampa
Richard Frake
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Crash!

At the moment I am building a car-crash scene on one of my small Freemo extension boards. The idea 
behind this is that the crash provides a good excuse for why the cars are all stationary and never cross the 
grade crossing, even when no trains are coming!

Here is a photo of the crash. The figures are fixed with Blu-Tack for the time being as I am still deciding on 
their final positions.
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One challenge was how to model the crashed car. The crumpled bodywork would obviously be the difficult 
bit. People have tried carving a plastic car body to represent this, but I haven’t seen anything that is 
convincing. However, in the “What’s Neat?” online magazine, Mike Budde showed some excellent crashed 
cars he had modelled. His method is straightforward. You make a section of a car from aluminium cooking 
foil by embossing it over a plastic model. You then cut away the part of the plastic model to be damaged 
and, with the delicate aluminium section in place, crash it into another model (sounds like fun). The 
aluminium foil deforms, and you have your crashed car model ready to paint. I don’t think my car is as 
good as Mike’s, but I am pretty pleased with it.

I followed Mike’s method but made a couple of changes. He makes the whole of the front end of the car 
from one piece of aluminium foil - bonnet, wings and grille. (American readers, please read that as “hood, 
fenders and grille.”) I found this difficult. The results of my attempts were not bad, but I always ended up 
with a little clump of foil where the grille and wings met – just above the headlights. I found it easier to 
make separate panels – just the way the boys in Detroit do with the real thing. I glued these panels together 
using canopy glue, which worked well. 

Here is the procedure. First a suitably sized piece of foil is taped over the panel to be embossed. The photo 
shows a front wing being made. The finished panel will extend to the rear of the front door, where the 
groove provides a guide for the modelling knife later. The foil is embossed using a cotton bud. For fine 
details, such as the grille, a toothpick can be used, but great care must be taken to avoid puncturing the foil.
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A word about aluminium foil. It comes in regular and heavy-duty grades. I found the heavy duty to be 
much better for this job. The regular foil - the stuff you find in supermarkets - tears too easily as it is only 
around eleven microns thick. (One micron equals 1/1000 mm.) The heavy-duty version is around eighteen 
microns, and this is what you need. Be careful if you are buying online. You will find some foil described 
as “heavy duty” that isn’t, so check that it is eighteen microns thick. The foil I used was “Caterserve” 
Extra Heavy Duty” aluminium foil, which I bought on Amazon. 

Back to the model. With the foil embossed, the panel is cut free. In the case of the panel in the photos this 
involved trimming around the headlight area, inside the engine compartment and along the bottom of the 
windows and sill. It was then cut free as mentioned earlier by cutting along the rear edge of the front door. 
I made four panels: the two wings, the grille, and the bonnet. The plastic model had an openable bonnet, 
which made this easier than it might have been. The panels were assembled round the plastic model and 
glued together using canopy glue. I didn’t want to use ACC in case I glued the whole assembly to the 
plastic body. At least canopy glue can be soaked off if necessary. In the event I didn’t have any problems 
of this type. Here is photo of the panels glued together around the plastic model.
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After removing the tape, the whole assembly could be very carefully removed from the plastic body
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Next the plastic body was prepared for the crash. This involved removing the plastic in the area at the front 
where the foil was to crumple, as shown below.

It is now confession time! The plastic model I used was a Far-East copy of a Busch model. It was very 
cheap, so I bought two. One was to be cut away for the crash as shown above. The other was to 
remain untouched as a spare in case I had to redo any panels. This was an insurance against the foil 
nor crumpling realistically or me messing things up, which I did, several times.
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The next two photos show the assembled foil front-end taped to the cut-down model. Once its wheels were 
added the car was ready for its crash
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The transition from this stage to a crashed car is probably the quickest bit of modelling you will ever do. 
Crump! and it’s done. I added the bonnet afterwards because I wanted to see if I could get a convincing 
crash-induced fold in it.

After the crash, the aluminium foil was attached to the plastic body using ACC. I then applied several coats 
of thick ACC adhesive inside the aluminium foil, building it up to about 0.5mm. This makes the delicate 
foil panels much more rigid. The model was reassembled and airbrushed with Tamiya water-based paint 
and Alclad “Aqua Coat” gloss. Various details such, as door handles and turn indicators, were painted with 
a small brush. Here is a picture of the completed model.
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Overall, I am pleased with the result. The technique is easy to master although it does need a bit of practice. 
Apart from its use to model a crashed car, the technique would be useful to produce individual panels, for 
example rusty ones for a scrap yard. I have also seen it described to make double-sided doors etc for freight 
cars. 

Tom Winlow

FRED

A brief email From Tim Richards #110 Beanery confirms that he has now managed to dispose of all of his 
US outline models and will in future be concentrating on European railways.

If you haven’t had time, or don’t read Model Railroader there is an interesting update on auto-reversing 
section controllers (ARSC) in the October issue. Clever but no doubt coming at a price, me, I shall stick 
with a slight pause and a low tech DPDT! 

Now for the final question: I undertook to edit the magazine for a year, that year has now passed. Could I 
persuade any of you fine chaps to take a turn, Gerald has been a rock and knocks everything into shape 
each month, so layout and publishing skills are not necessary for the present. Please email me if you have 
a burning desire to take the helm. Finally, as always, thanks to all of our brilliant contributors.

Bob
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Stop Press

Benson will be back at the usual venue (Benson Village Hall) on 30th January 2022!

Keith Webb (via John Levesley)

Bearwood Local 112 draws to a close, that’s all 
for this time.
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